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Solvency II and its 3 pillars in a nutshell

• Solvency II (“SII”) is a European Directive for Insurers governing capital requirements, creditworthiness 

and risk management due to be implemented  in over 30 countries (European Economic Area [EEA] i.e. 27 

EU members +Norway, Lichtenstein & Iceland) by 2016

• SII is not only about capital but rather covers several topics aiming to mitigate risk of failure. It provides a 

standard computation model but allows for internal models as-well (providing regulatory approval: 

IMAP*).

• Solvency II articulates along 3 pillars:

5 (*) IMAP = Internal Model Approval Process

PILLAR 1
QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENTS

PILLAR 2
RISK APPETITE & QUALITATIVE 

REQUIREMENTS

PILLAR 3
DISCLOSURES

• Balance sheet evaluation

• Solvency Capital Requirement 

(SCR)

• Minimum Capital Requirement 

(MCR)

• System of Governance

• Own risk & Solvency Assessment 

(ORSA) incl. Risk Appetite

• Supervisory Review Process

• Annual published solvency & 

financial condition report

• Information provided to the 

supervisors

• Link with IFRS (Accounting)

Harmonised standards for the valuation of 

assets and liabilities and the calculation of 

capital requirements

To ensure that insurers have good monitoring 

and management of risks and adequate 

capital over the longer run. 

Harmonization of disclosure  requirements, 

allowing capital adequacy to be compared 

across institutions. 



Pillar I: An economic view on assets, liabilities and risks

• All assets and liabilities need to be valued on a market consistent basis* (aka Fair Market Value or “FMV”)

• Available Solvency Capital is defined as FMV(Assets) minus FMV(Liabilities)

• All risks (and their interactions) that assets and liabilities are exposed to have to be considered (i.e. Financial 
Markets risks, Insurance risks, Operational Risks, Credit risks)

• The Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) shall correspond to the Value-at-Risk of the basic own funds (or NAV) of 
an insurance or reinsurance undertaking subject to a confidence level of 99,5 % over a one-year period

6 (*) Valued at a level at which they could be transferred to a 

knowledgeable willing party in an arm’s length transaction

Market value 

of assets

Market value 

of liabilities

Available 

Solvency

Capital
(or Net Asset 

Value)

Economic balance sheet

Standard 

Approach, Partial 

Models or Internal 

Models

Capital 

Requirement

Free Capital

Value at Risk (“VaR”) 

based Risk 

assessment

SCR (Solvency Capital 

Requirement) : Capital 

requirement for going concern & 

new business of insurance 

undertakings (equiv. to 99,5% 1y 

VaR)

MCR (Minimum Capital 

Requirement): breach of which 

would trigger major regulatory 

intervention (i.e. withdrawal of 

authorization). 



Pillar I: Risk categorisation under solvency II

Source: “Technical Specification for the Preparatory Phase”, European Commission & CEIOPS, Avril 2014

= BSCR + Adjustments + Op (Operational risk SCR)

For the aggregation 

of the individual risk 

modules into an 

overall BSCR, linear 

correlation 

techniques are 

applied.

Adjustment for the risk absorbing 

effect of technical provisions and 

deferred taxes 
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Pillar I: Main metric under solvency II: The solvency Ratio
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• As a result of Solvency II requirements on SCR, Solvency Ratio of an undertaking must always be above 100% 

• Solvency Ratio = Available Capital / Total SCR

As Available solvency capital = <Market Value of all Assets> - <Market Value of contractual liabilities>, we have also:

SCR Total

sliabilitie lcontractua of ValueMarket  - Assets all of ValueMarket 
  RatioSolvency 

><><
=



Pillar II – Governance and policies
A shared effort for an unique responsibility

The ultimate responsibility of the system of governance cannot be delegated. 

Board/ Effective Direction

Ultimate responsibility of 

the conformity to Solvency 

II, of the risk management 

system and of the system 

of risk alerts

Regular and robust 

interactions with existing 

committees, management 

and governance functions

Proactive requests for 

information and adequate 

challenge of the received 

information

Consistent application of 

the risk management and 

the internal control

Risk Committee

Management

Operators

Risk strategy and risk 

organization

Risk tolerance and 

modelling

Communication and 

risk culture

Reporting and 

documentation of 

the risks

Contingency plans, 

sub-contracting, 

policies
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• The ORSA is about the assessment of the current and future solvency needs for a firm; taking into account

the business strategy, risk appetite and the external environment.

• In the ORSA context, Strategy, Risk Appetite & Capital management’s common goal is to answer a high gain

question:

How can the company ensure it holds, through-the-cycle sufficient capital to pursue its strategy?

Pilier II – ORSA
A circular process

RisksRisks

CapitalCapital

Forward
looking
Forward
looking

Scena-
rio

testing

Scena-
rio

testing

Use 
Test
Use 
Test

Valida-
tion

Valida-
tion

Identification of risks & 

definition of Risk Appetite

Economic Capital 

Requirement

Future needs
Stress Test

Results -

Application 

Objective 

assessment

ORSA 

Report
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Pilier III – Reporting
Objectives and expectations of Pillar 3

Harmonize the regulatory reporting at European level

Improve the communication with the regulators of the 

member states and with the European regulator (EIOPA)

Disclose detailed information for specific stakeholders 

(policyholders, analysts, investors…)

•Quantitative reporting, yearly or trimestral, public or private (QRT)

•Report for Regulator (RSR),

•Report for the market (SFCR);

Public and private information about the Risks / Profitability / Own Funds

11
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What could be the next steps?

• Fine-tune models for BE and SCR 

computation to be compliant with 

latest regulatory texts

• Finalize governance and policies

• Run (first) ORSA/FLOAR exercises

• Make reporting process compliant 

with requirements

• Complete documentation

• Improve simplifications/proxies 

(potentially leading to capital add-

ons)

• Simplify and automatize the 

calculation and reporting process

• Ensure consistency between the 3 

pillars

• Introduce global risk culture in the 

company

• Go beyond regulatory compliance 

and use experience/expertise to

• Improve risk-oriented 

decision-making process

• Adapt product to capital 

and competition constraints

• Optimize your capital 

requirement and own funds

1/1/2016

Rushing towards compliance

Improving risk, product and capital management

2-3 years?

Fixing deficiencies

• A lot of work has been performed the past few years in order to meet the (often moving) regulatory

requirements over the 3 pillars

• Risk management was often the main driver in the project but complete implementation of Solvency 2 will

require the whole company to adapt its risk culture

• As Karel Van Hulle mentionned: “The start of S2 on January 1 2016 is the end of the beginning”



IMPROVING RISK MANAGEMENT
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• Solvency 2 is not just “the issue” of the Risk Management Department

• The involvement of AMSB (administrative management or supervisory body) is essential

– Risk Management operations should be controlled by an active involvement of Management Board through

reporting and participation in the Risk Management Committee as well as other committees relative to the risk

management

– Supervisory Board is regularly updated on the risk management activities as well as endorses key risk related

operations such as ORSA report and Risk Appetite Limits

• In some companies, knowledge and involvement of the Supervisory body should still be improved

• The Product Development should take into account the risk dimension

– Need to think about the impact on capital before launching new products (see further)

– Also impact on the “legal” design of products (general conditions)

• IT should still improve in some companies

– Need to improve data quality

– Automatisation of processess in order to reduce operational risk and lost of time

• Claims management

– Implement stable and reliable provisioning guidelines in order to reduce volatility

14

Introducing a global risk culture in the company



EoY SII Balance sheet

P&L Statement

Budget Business and Solvency projections

Year+1 Year+2 Year+n

Solvency II Business Plan

P&L Statement

ORSA requires assessment of own risks and consistent projection of the Solvency II Balance 

sheet…

*ECR = Economic Capital Requirement15

MV 

Assets

Best

Estimate

Of

Liabilities

Risk Margin

Reinsurance

Free Assets

ECR*

Taxes MV 

Assets

Best

Estimate

Of

Liabilities

Risk Margin

Reinsurance

Free Assets

ECR

Taxes . . . MV 

Assets

Best

Estimate

Of

Liabilities

Risk Margin

Free Assets

ECR

TaxesTaxes

Reinsurance

• SCR already 

includes one 

year New 

Business!

• Future profits 

already 

partially 

accounted for

SCR(0)
Available 

Economic 

Capital

Technical

provisions

SCR(2)

SCR(1)



….and should therefore become a very powerful risk management tool for 

driving future evolutions

• The main significant deviations observed 

should lead to the development of a specific 

module in the Pillar 2 economic capital.

• If the deviations are very important, this can 

motivate the company to adapt the calibration 

of the Pillar 1 SCR to its risk profile. 
• For the underwriting sub-risks for which it is 

allowed, this can be achieved via the use of 

USP. 

• For the other modules, this can motivate the 

company to apply for a (partial) internal model 

for its Pillar 1 SCR calculation.

Annual (or ad hoc) ORSA

•Assessment of the 

significance with which the 

risk profile deviates from the 

assumptions underlying the 

SCR calculated with the SF or 

with its partial or full IM

N
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o

n
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Significant 

deviations

• The model used for Pillar 1 SCR is a appropriate to the risk profile.

• It does not immediately mean that the model is also appropriate for the Pillar 2 economic capital. 
• In its ORSA, one may choose assumptions that differs from the SCR: a different confidence level or risk 

measure for business purposes, different time horizon consistent with its business planning

• But if the definition of the economic capital is similar to the one of SCR, i.e “the VaR of the BOF subject 

to a confidence level of 99,5 % over a 1yr period”, the same kind of model could be used for the Pillar 2.
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Evolution of the models

• Not all the models will be ready for January 1st 2016

• Regulatory requirements could still evolve in the future as some grey 

zones still exist

• The standard formula is sometimes too simple or inappropriate to base 

business decisions on � Better risk assessment and measurement will be 

needed to support a risk-oriented decision-making process

• Internal models are able to better model specific risks and evaluate more 

adequately the capital requirements of specific balance sheet items taking 

into account their fundamental specificities.

• Internal model are expected to become a key part of the Own Risk and 

Solvency Assessment and pass the “Use Test” :

• Typically only larger insurers choose to go for Internal Models. 

• Partial internal models could be a good trade-off between improving the 

appropriateness to risk profile on major risks and keeping the complexity 

under control

• Application process is nevertheless similar than for the full internal model

• USP is also an interesting alternative for non-life insurance companies

USP = Undertaking Specific  Parameters

C
o

m
p

le
xi

t

y
Appropriateness  to risk profile

Size of circle illustrate potential impact on 

required capital when introduced – Dummy 

example only

Standard 

Formula

Standard 

Formula with 

simplifications

Standard 

Formula

with USPs

Partial 

Internal 

Model

Full 

Internal 

Model

17 *Source: “European Solvency II Survey 2014” – E&Y
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• Even if a company does not formally apply for an internal model, some of the requirements for internal 

models should become good practices inside the company

– Perform the Use test

• Enlarge possible use of the model

– Improve model governance

– Implement strong statistical quality & calibration standards

• Adequate modelling of options and guarantees

• Introduction of future management actions

• Recognition of risk mitigation

• Better recognition of diversification effects

• Better data quality

– Develop an adequate Profit and Loss Attribution

– Extent the use of validation tools

• Back-testing 

• Stress & scenario testing

• Analysis of change

– Improve documentation standards

• See Appendix I for some examples

18

Good practices from internal model requirements



• To-the-point and regularly up-dated dashboards become powerful tools for an optimal management from 
the AMSB

• Automatisation of legal reporting (QRT,...) and of dashboards’ creation will be necessary to decrease the 
delay in reporting and decision-making process 

19

Reporting & dashboard

• Characteristics of a useful 

management dashboard

– Regular enough to take 

decisions

– Proactive: show the trends and 

anticipate future evolution

– Risk and Return perspective, 

including Solvency II

– Comparison with

• budget or expectations

• past evolutions

• competition 



EVOLUTION IN PRODUCT 

MANAGEMENT 
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• Risk return approach

– Insurance companies will have to analyze their product mix in a risk-return perspective with a high level view on the global 
impact

• Studies* have shown that the risk-adjusted rate of return on risk-adjusted capital was very low for some insurers 
and that some companies even fail to earn their cost of capital

• For product lines that do not return their cost of capital, insurers can

– Find a way to make them more profitable or

– Exit the business

• The starting point for every insurer will be to define its risk appetite to determine how much volatility the 
organization is prepared or can afford to accept in order to achieve a targeted rate of return in each line of business 
(LoB)

• Added-value of the LoB in diversification effects should also be taken into account . Commercial interactions must 
also be taken into account .

21

Product development and risk appetite

*Source: “Solvency II rewrites the rules for insurers “– Bain & Company – Towers Watson

Dummy 

examples



• As already mentioned, the design of non-life insurance products will have to take capital requirements 
into account 

– The cost of capital will have to be financed by the premiums (especially in the current context of low financial 
return on the assets covering the technical provisions)

• Loadings are therefore necessary in the premium to take into account the cost of capital

– Available capital should therefore be a good trade-off between 

• Policyholder protection (high Solvency ratio)

• Remuneration of this capital (not too high solvency ratio)

In order to avoid too much impact on profitability

– Risk mitigation and diversification will increase in order to reduce the capital needs by policyholder 

• Risk mitigation techniques will also be more analyzed from a risk-return perspective

• This must be done in a global context of a more competitive market

– Premiums must remain commercially competitive

– Margin will decrease if the risk selection or the pricing is not adequate

• This will lead to the need for more adequate pricing structure reflecting the risk of the policyholders

– Assessment of the technical price of each risk will be needed in order to determine if the policyholder is a priori 
a technical loss or a technical gain

– Focus will be on profitable policies that can finance their cost of capital needs

– It will probably lead to more segmented tariff structures in order to differentiate between the different types of 
policyholders/risks

• The cover of some products could also evolve in the future

– Introduction of limits (if legally possible) to decrease volatility

Impact of Solvency II on products
Non-Life insurance
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• Context

– Solvency II penalizes investments in equity       

� lower return

– Low interest rates environment

• 3 markets

Savings (3d pillar)

• Context

•Expected development of this market 
(difficulties in social security regimes) 

•Difficulty to guarantee high technical rates

•Concentration of the investments of the 
insurers in bonds and cash

• Possible scenarios

• Choice between: Products with short term 
guarantee (5/8 years) with unique premium 
and br 23 products with gadgets/options

•For long term products, decrease short term 
availability  and concentrate on guarantees at 
maturity only?

Contingencies / Risk (3d Pillar)

• Relative loss of interest of life insurers 
during the years 2000 for risk guarantees

• Few death contingent products

• Few actors on health market

• Low offer for dependency products

• But there is a need for protection
products!

• And it could help increase the 
diversification effect

Pensions and 2d Pillar

• Context

• The problematic for long term 
investments is even higher for group 
insurance

• Competition of pension funds

• Importance of adequate return on long 
term (real interest rate of savings)

• Will Solvency 2 facilitate the development 
of life annuities? 

• Longevity risk can be highly capital 
consuming

• Development of securitization and 
launching of new financial products (eg 
qx forward swaps)

Impact of Solvency II on products
Life insurance

2011 2012 % 11-12 2013 % 12-13

Br 21 – guaranteed rate 11,67 11,25 - 3,6 % 8,15 -27,6%

Br 23 – investments funds 2,2 4,9 + 122 % 2,67 -45%

Br 26 – capitalisation 0,23 0,24 + 8 % 0,28 +12%

TOTAL 14,10 16,38 + 15,3 % 11,08 -32,3%

Evolution of product mix - Belgium (individual life) Source = Assuralia
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OPTIMIZING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
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Repartition of capital requirements for European insurers

Source: QIS 5 results, EIOPA, March 2011

25

Average of all insurers who participate in the QIS5 (End 2010)  

Calibration exercise initiated by the regulating authorities

• For non-life underwriting risk, it is mainly the reserve risk that is capital-consuming

– Specific reinsurance covers could become more popular (loss development cover)



• The following actions could be taken in order to strenghten the capital position of the company

– Adaptation of investment strategy and ALM

– Reinforcement of risk mitigation

– Improvement of appropriateness of risk modelling to risk profile

– Link with fiscal optimization

– Adaptation of product mix and increase diversification effect

– Evolution of the general conditions of some contracts 

• The actions that should be taken depends on the situation of the company and its strategy � No general 

recipe

26

Potential actions to strenghten capital position



Adaptation of investment strategy and ALM
Significance of Market Risks sub-module for European insurers

27

Average of all insurers who 

participate in the QIS5 (End 2010)  

Calibration exercise initiated by the 

regulating authorities

Study of Morgan Stanley & Oliver Wyman 

(2010)

– which are the assets which are favored 

by Solvency 2 regime ?

Source: QIS 5 results, EIOPA, March 2011



Adaptation of investment strategy and ALM
Big-Picture expected* impact of SII on Insurer’s ALM policies

• Efforts from larger players to develop their own internal models (often based on ESG’s**) for market risks 

& assets

• Increased duration matching of ALM interest rate position inducing large use of systematic hedging 

instruments.

• While Cash-Flow matching strategies could become more expensive (as it leaves less risk budgets to extract excess 

spread from risky assets and could prove more sensitive to market volatility: everyone looking for the same instruments), Replicating 

Portfolio’s investment strategies still prove less stable, materially more complex and too ‘assumption-

sensitive’ to become the ‘new black’. Hence, further pressure on margins and expected portfolio 

performance.

• Significant restructuring of credit Fixed Income portfolio’s (ongoing)

• Increasing importance of ALM function within insurance companies (e.g. CIO’s to become more frequently part of the 

board) given the expected importance of market risks

(*) Reacfin analysis

(**) ESG = Economic Scenario Generator

Additional concerns for CIO’s & ALM Managers

• Ability to execute the changes in time and sizes

• Simultaneous economic & regulatory optimization might require more sophisticated ALM techniques
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• New asset allocation

– Less risky assets (decrease of part of equity) in the insurers’ portfolio [S2 penalizes investments in Equity]

Adaptation of investment strategy and ALM
Investments

29

Life (exc. Br 23) + 

Non Life

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Property 2,4% 2,3% 2,1% 1,9% 1,9% 1,8% 1,8%

Participations 7,4% 7,6% 8% 7,1% 6,4% 6% 6,6%

Equity 13,1% 6,2% 5,8% 6% 4,3% 4% 5,3%

Bonds 70,4% 74% 76,8% 78,1% 79% 80% 76,8%

Loans 6,8% 9,9% 7,3% 6,9% 7,9% 8,1% 9,6%

Br 23 2007 … 2011 2012 2013

Equity 77,5% 76,9% 56,4% 56,4%

Bonds 19% 19,7% 39% 40,8%

Other 3,5% 3,4% 4,6% 2,8%

Evolution of investments of Belgian  insurers (book value) 

Source Assuralia

– Shift from corporate to govies

From QIS 5 (2010) to Stress Test EIOPA (2014) – Source EIOPA

QIS 5 (solo) QIS 5 (groups)

Stress Tests



Reinforcement of risk mitigation
Recognition of risk mitigation and impact on reinsurance

Insurance risk

Market risk

Operational risk

e.g. reinsurance, ILS*, swaps

Hedging (e.g. IR swaps, Infl. swaps, CDS)

Some systematic risk mitigating 

portfolio management strategies 
(While not specifically defined those must 

typically be in place in the portfolio)

e.g. reinsurance, ILS, IR swaps

• Instruments with material economic effect considered,  

irrespective of legal form or accounting treatment

• Transactions need to be legally effective and 

enforceable across all relevant jurisdictions

• Instruments need to be reliable and stable over time

• Credit quality of risk mitigation provider must be 

considered

• Need for direct claim on the protection provider and 

extent of cover clearly defined and incontrovertible

Regulatory risk 

landscape

Examples of Risk 

mitigation solutions Regulatory considerations

(*) ILS = Insurance Linked Securities (e.g. Catbonds)30

• Demand for (internal and external) reinsurance should increase

– Risk mitigation tool ⇒ greater recognition (even if not perfect in standard model) and use under Solvency 2 

– Especially for small player without easy access to capital

• Weaker players (such as mutuals) may have limited access to other sources

– Also on run-off portfolio (loss development covers)

– Quality of the counterparty (rating) will be important

– Impact of deposits and collateral still unclear



Adapt product mix and increase diversification effect
M&A activity in the insurance sector could increase

• Solvency II is an incentive for insurers to diversify their business 

mix (or shift to more profitable business from a risk – return 

perspective)

• Smaller players might find it harder to raise capital because of 

o the higher volatility of required capital and of financial statements

o smaller diversification benefits

• “Pure players” might want to sell legacy back-books in order to 

free sufficient capital to develop new product offering. On the 

other side composite players might be able to pay higher prices 

because of diversification benefits

• Solvency 2 might imply an increase in M&A activity
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APPENDIX I: EXAMPLES OF GOOD 

PRACTICES FROM INTERNAL MODELS
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• “The methods and techniques for the estimation of future cash-flows, and hence the assessment of the provisions for 
insurance liabilities, should take account of potential future actions by the management of the undertaking.” E.g. 

– Evolution of the asset allocation

– Profit sharing

– Future risk mitigation

• “The assumptions on future management actions used in the calculation of the technical provisions should be determined 
in an objective manner.” 

• “Assumed future management actions should be realistic and consistent with the insurance or reinsurance undertaking’s 
current business practice and business strategy, including the use of risk-mitigating techniques.”

• Example
– Context: 

• Individual health insurance in Belgium � Lifelong contracts 

• Verwhilgen law prevent insurers from increasing the premium more than the max(CPI, medical index)

• The only other possibility in case of profitability problems is to introduce a file to the regulator in order to be allowed to further 
increase premium

– Issue

• Claims inflation is usually (much) larger than the CPI and medical index doesn’t exist for the moment

• For computing the SCR disability, we must assume that claims inflation will be 1% higher than the best estimate claims inflation

• It results in huge SCR values

– Solution

• Introduce a management action that will “simulate” the introduction of a premium increase file to the regulator

• Parameters of this management action should be defined: when is the file introduced? what impact on the premium? after how 
much time?….

– Results

• The management action will absorb part of the shock and reduce the capital needs by better taking into account what the reaction
of the management wrt the situation will be

33

Good practices from internal model requirements
Introduction of future management actions



• Profits and Losses Attribution

– Aims at explaining the variation of Net Asset Value 

from one year to the other: decomposition of an 

economic P&L Account into sources of profits and 

losses

34

Good practices from internal model requirements
P&L Attribution

ASSETS 

(t-1)
LIABILI-

TIES 

(t-1)

NAV (t-1)

ASSETS 

(t) LIABILI-

TIES 

(t)

NAV (t)

CREATION of an ECONOMIC P&L ACCOUNT

Delta between NAVs mainly because

• The assumptions made in the BS t-1 did not 

materialize exactly as expected

• There was new business during the year

• Is only required for (partial) internal models

– But PLA is a powerful tool for companies using 
standard formula or USP too to understand the BS 
movements from one year to the other

• Split the explanation between

– Volume effect (more business than expected?) and 
risk effect (more claims than expected?)

– Technical (insurance), financial and other profits

• The other objective of P&L attribution is to compare 
the profits and losses experienced during the year 
to the SCR (= 1 in 200yr event) 

– How serious was last year ?

– Is the SF appropriate to my risk profile? Or do I 
systematically experience theoretically very 
improbable losses



Good practices from internal model requirements
Case study: Back-testing process set up & implementation

Client SituationClient Situation Reacfin ContributionReacfin Contribution
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• Client: Belgian or international insurance 

group

• Client asked Reacfin to assess the 

consistency of its model in predicting 

possible future values of several risk 

factors/indicators and their distribution 

through a comparison between past 

forecast and actual observations

• Implementation of a complementary 

“backtesting” module in the company 

model in order to keep tracks of the past 

prediction to be used for future 

backtesting

• Determination of external and internal 

risk variables to backtest and definition 

of the backtesting methodology

• Partially automated backtesting system 

tool for yearly report and documentation

All dummy numbers & 

graphs for illustrative 

purposes only

Results & benefitsResults & benefitsIssuesIssues

• Determine key variables to backtest and 

consistent tests

• Imperfect access to past predictions

• Regulatory requirement by the BNB 

requiring yearly reporting

• Insufficient check of the consistency of 

the figures produced by the model

• Achievement of the first multiyear 

backtesting

• Backtesting leads to revision of surrender 

rates’ estimation, transition matrix’s 

calibration, profit sharing distribution 

rule,…

• Increasing credibility of the model’s 

outputs



ABOUT REACFIN
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Who we are

Reacfin s.a. is a Belgian-based actuary, risk & portfolio

management consulting firm.

We develop innovative solutions and robust tools for

Risk and Portfolio management.

The company started its activities in 2004 as a spin-off of the University of

Louvain, focused on actuarial consultancy to Belgian insurers, pension

funds and mutual organizations. Rapidly, Reacfin expanded its business

internationally and broadened its scope to various aspects of quantitative

& qualitative risk management, financial modeling and strategic advice to

financial institutions.

Spread over its 3 offices in Louvain-La-Neuve, Antwerp and Luxembourg,

Reacfin employs a team of high-end consultants most of which hold PhD’s

or highly specialized university degrees.

What we do

• Modeling

• Risk implementation advisory

• Validation & model reviews

• Specialized strategic risk consulting
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Our driving values

Excellence: our outstanding feature

To deliver more than is expected from us, we attract the best people and develop their skills to the most 

cutting-hedging techniques supported by a robust and rigorous knowledge management framework.

Innovation: our founding ambition

Leveraging on our profound academic roots, we are dedicated on creating inventive solutions by 

combining our extensive professional experience with the latest scientific research. 

Integrity: our commitment

We put work ethics, client's best interest and confidentiality as the foundation of our work. We are fully 

independent and dedicated at telling the truth.

Solution-driven: our focus

We produce for our clients tangible long-term sustainable value. We help our clients not only to reach 

the top, we help them reaching the stable top.

Reliability: our characteristic

We never compromise on the quality of our work, the respect of deadlines & budgets and our other 

commitments. We don’t produce reports, we deliver results!

We put great emphasis at strictly articulating our work around 5 fundamental driving values:
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Reacfin’s partners

Prof. Pierre Devolder (Chairman)

• Pr. Actuarial Science & Finance$

• PhD in Sciences

• MSc. Actuarial Sciences

• MSc. Mathematics

• Non-Life Ex.Co. Member Axa 

Belgium

Jean-Francois Hannosset

• MBA Columbia South Carolina

• MSc. Actuarial Sciences

• MSc. Applied Economics

• Head of ALM at Fortis Ins. 

Belgium

• President of the Belgian 

Actuaries Society

Xavier Maréchal

• MSc. Actuarial Sciences

• MSc. Civil Engineering

• MSc. Business Management

• Researcher in Actuarial Science and 

author of several refence books

Dr. Maciej Sterzynski

• PhD Economics

• MSc. Economics & 

Finance

• MSc. Law

• Co-Author of the CRD and 

Solvency II directive

Francois Ducuroir

• MSc. Appl. Mathematics

• Msc. Applied  Economics

• Head of Structured Solutions 

Benelux at Barclays Capital

• Head CPM & Capital solutions 

at BNP Paribas Fortis

• Prof. Banks & Fin. Instit Mgmt*

(*) University of Louvain



Reacfin’s 4 core fields of expertise

ALM, Portfolio Management & Quantitative Finance

� Implementation and calibration of stochastic models for 

valuation, trading and risk Management purposes

� Times series analysis & modelling

� Pricing of financial instruments  & development of ALM models

� Design/review/implementation of systematic trading  & 

hedging strategies

� Business intelligence in ALM or Portfolio Management 

� Tools development (Valuation, Pricing, hedging, portfolio 

replication, etc.) 

� Design of Capital Management solutions 

Insurance specialities

Life, Health and Pension

� DFA* Models

� Capital Requirement assessment

� Business valuation support

� Product development (pricing, profitability,..) & Reserving

� Model validation

Non-Life

� Reserving: triangle methods, individual claims modelling

� Pricing: frequency and severity modelling, large claims 

analysis, credibility methods, commercial constraints

� DFA models: cash-flows projection, calibration of models

� Reinsurance: modelling covers, optimal reinsurance 

programs

Qualitative Risk Management, Restructuring & Operations

� Organization & Governance

� Businesses restructuring & change management

� Implementation and industrialization of processes

� Internal &  regulatory reporting (KRI’s & KPI’s dashboards)

� Model Review frameworks

� Model Documentation

(*) DFA = Dynamic Financial Analysis

Risk & Portfolio Management
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What we deliver

Balanced and 

pragmatic 

approach

No black box 

Solutions

Documentation, 

coaching & 

training

� Client-centric solutions focussed on deliverables

� Respecting the principle of proportionality

� Cost efficient within tight pre-agreed budgets

� We deliver results, not reports!

� Open source solutions

� Close cooperation with our clients

� Clear &  comprehensive documentation compliant existing or upcoming regulation

� Adapted trainings at all levels of the organisation

� Coaching support for implementation and operationnalisation of processes

Clearly structured 

processes

� Lean & efficient tailored project management

� Regular progress reviews

� Close cooperation with our clients 

State of the art 

technical skills

� Expertise in most advanced quantitative modelling & academic excellence of a spin-off

� All our consultants hold multiple masters or Phd.

� Best-in-class qualitative risk management leveraging on highly experienced senior consultants

� Hands-on implementation solutions, tested for real-world conditions
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Contact details

Place de l’Université, 25

B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium)

T   +32 (0) 10 84 07 50

www.reacfin.com
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François Ducuroir

Managing Partner 

M   +32 472 72 32 05

francois.ducuroir@reacfin.com

Maciej Sterzynski

Managing Partner 

M   +32 485 97 09 16

Maciej.sterzynski@reacfin.com

Xavier Marechal

Managing Partner 

M   +32 497 48 98 48

Avier.marechal@reacfin.com

Jean-François Hannosset

Managing Partner 

M   +32 478 46 96 94

francois.ducuroir@reacfin.com
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Place de l’Université 25

B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve

www.reacfin.com

Disclaimer:

The recipient of this document should treat all

information as strictly confidential and only in the

context stated below. Information may not be

disclosed to any third party without the prior join-

consent of Reacfin.

Estimates given in this presentation are based on our

current knowledge, they can be based upon our

previous experience within the Undertaking, as well as

taking into account similar projects in the same

context as the Undertaking, either locally, within

majority of the EU countries as well as overseas.

This presentation is only the supporting document of

a verbal presentation. Hence, it is not intended to be

exhaustive. Quoting or using this document on its own

might be misleading. As a result, these materials may

not be used by anybody except their authors nor

should they be relied upon in any way for any purpose

other than as contemplated by joint written

agreement with Reacfin.


